With Microsoft Teams adoption on the rise, tenant-to-tenant migration projects have a new workload requirement. MigrationWiz now supports the lift 'n' shift of a Teams instance to a new Office 365 tenant, including the migration of User Permissions, Files, Channels, and Conversations. Configure and launch projects from the same easy-to-use interface for all your other migration needs.

**Assess your Teams instance**
Through BitTitan's new Teams assessment tool, gather important information about your instance such as total number of Users, Teams, and amount of data. Understand required licensing and timeline to complete this project.

**Skip the Installations**
Just like our other workloads, MigrationWiz is 100% SaaS and requires no on-premises installations or professional service packages to start a project. Configure your endpoints, run your assessment, and off you go.

**Preserve Conversation History**
MigrationWiz works around Teams API limitations to grab important customer IP and rehydrate Conversations on the Destination to adhere to audit best practices.

**Key Benefits**

**EASY TO USE**
No specialized training or certifications necessary, and no hardware or software to install and maintain. MigrationWiz just works!

**SECURE AND COMPLIANT**
BitTitan datacenters are compliant with ISO/IEC 27001/ 27002:2013, SOC 1, Type 2 and SOC 2 Type 2, PCI DSS Level 1, HIPAA/HITECH, CJIS, CSA CCM, FERPA, and more.

**FAST AND SCALABLE**
Deliver a fast, streamlined migration experience with a solution designed to scale on-demand.

**ENTERPRISE RELIABILITY**
From the BitTitan SDK to robust Advanced Options, we have the features and track record to support projects of all sizes.
Win M&A Projects with MigrationWiz

Expand the scope of Office 365 tenant migration projects and preserve your customer's data with MigrationWiz.

As an early adopter of BitTitan products to provide leading-edge solutions to our customers, we were eager to leverage MigrationWiz for Teams projects and incorporated them into our existing tenant to tenant migration toolkit...This enables us to address the entire scope of this particular migration scenario and ensures our customers have much more comprehensive transition to their new tenant.
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Capture More Revenue
Grow your migration business by bundling an additional workload into your Office 365 migration services package.

Standardize Now
Use our solution to be a pioneer in the Teams migration space and develop processes for these projects to increase efficiency and margins while limiting costly project errors.

Win with MigrationWiz
Go above and beyond competitor bids for tenant projects by including Teams and become the go-to partner for a complete Office 365 migration experience.

Migrate Teams, Channels, Conversations, Permissions, and Files with a New License – MigrationWiz Collaboration.

BitTitan® empowers IT service professionals to successfully deploy and manage cloud technologies through automation. MigrationWiz® is the industry-leading SaaS solution for mailbox, document and public folder migrations between a wide range of Sources and Destinations. Since 2009, BitTitan has moved over 19 million users to the cloud for 43,000 customers in 187 countries and supports leading cloud ecosystems including Microsoft, Amazon, Google and Dropbox. The global company has offices in Seattle and Singapore. To learn more, visit www.BitTitan.com.
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